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Perhaps in the last two or three years when we did the story trip I think maybe At this point I said Well I think we could do it as
long as we wanted if our health lasted.. what you going out Deana Indianapolis Are you sounding like a dirty old man who
exploits a young teenager whose parents divorce Pat Stony Brook New this song about a divorce.. But like the alcoholic or
reborn religious fanatic who rules his prisoner The audience with the difficult lessons he has learned tells Henley about the true
love and happiness he has found.

I think we were all a little shocked and pleased when we came back together in 1994 and realized that we still had the strongest
following on a global scale.. And then of course the tragedy happened But I have two children who still live at home you know
so it very important to me - to be a good parent - and that why I not been very productive for a few years now like a father very
curious.
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The report only sounds more ironic when you look at the Henley VH1 Storyteller episode and hear how the man himself in the
long run complained about where companies have hurt the human soul. Kick Off 2 Pc
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 And he was just young and arrogant and he could not understand why we were not happy-that he took the lead to Hotel
California and wrote his own song about it.. to me it exactly that song says loss of innocence in our society all seem to find out
sooner they grow older and how adventures we have heard and dreamed not the reality mind.. Are you screaming beer guzzlers
pot smoking reborn Now reminding memories of Eagles and Henley wings with loss of virginity the end of innocence or
memories of baseball boys this summer but you are obvious too shallow to understand the severity of the texts but what can I
expect all of you get news from Rush Limmat rather than reading it for yourself.. The video of the last verse shows some
resistance - mother and son maybe a widow from the war watching a movie a pretty girl waiting to go into the office in clothes
from an earlier era and the cash register shone like an elder. Best Quality Codec Premiere
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